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+LHU1HTPL^YP[LZ¸3L[\ZHSSNP]L
[OHURZMVY[OLJV]LYWOV[VVM[OPZ
THNHaPUL7YP]PSLNLIL`VUK^VYKZ
On the weekend of the winter solstice, a
baptism on the beach is unexpected.... But the
unexpectedness was somehow right - because
L]LY`[OPUN^HZZWLJPHSHUKZPNUPÄJHU[VU[OPZ
occasion. There was no chill in the air, but,
instead, an incredible warmth, hope and grace.
Grace is the right word - because it was also the
name of the person being baptised. Together with
her sponsors and myself, Grace Jourdain entered
the waters of Ngamotu beach; the very waters in
which her father, Bryce, lies at rest. Bryce whose
earthly life tragically and courageously ended
at Paritutu rock nearly two years ago. Baptism
- a symbol of entering the waters of rebirth expressive of the deepest resurrection hope.
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For those sharing in this eternal moment, it will
never be forgotten. The sun burst from behind
the cloud as Grace rushed into the water.... and
those standing on the shore each cast into the
sea two pieces of driftwood, symbolic of Grace
and her Father; of the love of an earthly and a
OLH]LUS`°MH[OLY¹

A message from

your Dean

;ǚ5ǐ26<;6<2(;6(
T`^HYTLZ[NYLL[PUNZ[V`V\

(UL^ZYV\UK\WVU^OH[»ZILLUOHWWLUPUN
SH[LS`H[V\YJH[OLKYHS
:WLJPHS:LY]PJLZ:PUJLV\YSHZ[THNHaPUL
HTVUNZ[V[OLYZ^LOH]LOLSKV\Y!
Holy Week services - including a three-hour
Good Friday time of meditation and prayer
– with the singing of The Passion from the
Madrigal Companie. Also a dawn service of fullimmersion baptism and Eucharist at Ngamotu
Beach on Easter Sunday, where six of our
children and young people made a commitment
to Jesus. A delicious breakfast was donated to
us, served in the Scout Den which was so kindly
lent for the occasion.
Thanksgiving for Ministry service, in which the
groups, teams and ministries of the cathedral
life are prayed for and recognised with a
representative person and prop! Amazing to see
the diversity of gifts and the sheer numbers of
groups and teams.
Ascension Day was celebrated with an outdoor
dawn Eucharist - one of those opportunities to
venture outside the building and to look out over
our city in prayer.
6\YÄYZ[;HPaLZLY]PJL^HZOLSK" music led by
WPHUVHUKÅ\[L4HU`WLVWSLJHTLHUKLUQV`LK
the fellowship. The service was followed by a
simple supper. Our next is at 5pm on Sunday
[O6J[VILYKVQVPU\Z
Light & Learning. Our May service of Light &
Learning took the form of a public debate on
Euthanasia. Around 140 people attended this
excellent and thought provoking presentation. In
July, our focus was on the urgent need in foster
care, with an excellent presentation from Melle
from the Open Homes Foundation.

6[OLYHYLHZVMTPUPZ[Y`!
Cross of Nails. In consultation with our
Creativity, Community and Identity Group Focus
Group, and Chapter/Vestry, I have completed
an application for Taranaki Cathedral to become
part of the Community of the Cross of Nails.
This is a mutually supportive prayer network
of schools, churches and other organisations
dedicated to peace and reconciliation - radiating
out from the life of Coventry Cathedral. The
Dean and Coventry Cathedral Cross of Nails
Team are prayerfully working through our
application.
A group of us took part in the 40 hour famine
this year - raising over $2000 for the people
of Malawi. Our focus this year was on liberty
- and a fast from freedom. Katy and I spent
the 40 hours chained to the font. Others were
handcuffed; gave up use of furniture, right arm,
food, and speech. Thank you, everyone, for your
generosity in sponsorship.
Reviews. With Carolyn, I have had the pleasure
of meeting individually with every one of the
Welcome Desk volunteers, as a review of this
TPUPZ[Y`[VL_WYLZZV\Y[OHURZ"[VYLÅLJ[VU
what we have learned in operating this ministry
over nearly four years - and to pick up nuggets
of good practice to be shared. I am also meeting
with each of our Licensed Lay Ministers, with
Linda Rountree, as we review how our Pastoral
Ministry is undertaken.
Child safeguarding policy. We have done some
work on framing up best-practice in child
safeguarding into a policy and training process.
This has included the appointment of The
Revd Annie Baigent as our Children and Young
7LVWSL»Z:HML[`6MÄJLY(UUPLPZWHY[VMHZTHSS
group overseeing the way our programmes and
general approach to safety is managed.

continued on page 4...
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School visits to the cathedral. We are hosting
regular school visits as part of our Cathedral
education programme – in which I have
developed four distinct units to meet different
ages and needs of students. It is exciting to
see how this has been received with such
enthusiasm and interest. It is an opportunity
to welcome in children and young people
(only 5% or so have ever entered the building
before); and to share some of the story of our
heritage and faith, and to make it clear that the
cathedral is their space. An opportunity to make
our city’s children aware of what’s on offer at
their cathedral; speaking into some of the big
questions of life; even establishing a deeper
respect for the building and its environs.
3VVRPUNHOLHK
Parish Roll: We are updating our membership
records and making sure that they’re accurate,
and are producing a simple directory for church
members to opt into (if they wish) - containing
photos and contact details. We’re aware that
a good few of our regulars are not actually
‘members’ (in other words, are not on the ‘Parish
Roll’). In this magazine, there’s some focus on
^OH[[OLºYVSS»PZ^O``V\TPNO[^HU[[VQVPU
and how you might go about it! I hope that this
answers some questions that you may have.
Taranaki Retreat: During May I shared some family
news : We are taking a step of faith in response to
what we feel to be God’s calling on us to offer a
retreat space based on the hospitality of a family
home. We will not be leaving our Church family,
nor Jamie’s role as Dean, nor Suzy’s as Family
Worker! Just moving to Hurford Road to establish
a retreat for Taranaki people. There will be a
chapel, our home (with the communal areas being
where we will share food as a community), simple
accommodation for people staying (modelled
after our experience of the Taize community
in France), and a routine of life based around
worship and eating together.
The Vision echoes: “Come to me, all you who
are struggling hard and carrying heavy loads,
HUK0^PSSNP]L`V\YLZ[¹4H[[OL^!>L
MLLS[OH[V\YJHSSPUNPZZWLJPÄJHSS`PUVMMLYPUNH
space for any person who is aching spiritually
(eg, struggling with suicidal thoughts; or following
an attempted suicide; dealing with a broken
relationship; going through grief and loss;
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emptiness; loss of faith; sudden bereavement;
receiving a diagnosis.) In our personal lives, we
have endured some pretty challenging times
of loss. But also, in our work and ministry, we
are regularly encountering people who are at
precisely those moments in their lives - but are
often lacking the space needed right there and
then, MVYUVJVZ[
From the beginning of August, I will be taking
a sabbatical break. I am very thankful to the
Church for the gift that this is. During this time, I
will continue to be as much involved in Sunday
worship as ever, in order to avoid an extra load on
the team, and to keep in step with the life of the
cathedral whanau as we venture on this common
road. But apart from Sundays, I will be working
hard on the land with a volunteer team, setting up
the site. Expect lots of sermons on outdoor work,
rain and building...! Suzy will continue her part
time role as Family Worker, but will do her work
on Tuesdays and Thursdays, rather than spread
over the week, so as to be as much on hand with
[OLWYVQLJ[HZWVZZPISL
@V\YZ\WWVY[
Please pray for this venture; that it may be
HS^H`Z[V[OL.SVY`VM.VKHUK[OLILULÄ[VM
those in the most critical need in our community.
Please pray for our girls for whom this is a very
new venture - they will be asked to share their
home and space with strangers and will need
[PTL[VHKQ\Z[[V[OPZ
7SLHZLWYH`MVY[OLÄUHUJPHSZ\WWVY[[OH[^L
need to establish the accommodation and site
- the work of the retreat will not require ongoing
funding.
Please also pray for all those who will be
involved in the life of this ministry - as guests
and as hosts - to the glory of God.
During the set-up phase, we will be maintaining a
regular blog entry, which you can access on
^^^[HYHUHRPYL[YLH[VYNUa
Lovingly Jamie

Jamie Al len
Dean

Suits, wigs and bridal dresses

Stop In store continues its growth

-YVTULLK`WLVWSL^HU[PUN[VI\`IHZPJJSV[OPUN[VMVSRSLZZÄUHUJPHSS`
WYLZZ\YLK^OVHYLWYLWHYLK[VWH`HSP[[SLTVYLMVYZVTL[OPUNZWLJPHS
J\Z[VTLYZVM[OL:[VW0UVWWVY[\UP[`ZOVW]HY`^PKLS`
Neither addition lasted very
long. But the op shop has
JHYYPLKVU¶HUKÅV\YPZOLK
(UULQVPULK[OL[LHTHIV\[
nine years ago, after retiring
from teaching at Welbourn
School, and she has been there
L]LY°ZPUJL

Stop In’s manager Anne Street says the demand for quality
second hand goods is huge.
And occasionally the volunteer
staff are taken aback by most
unusual requests – for instance,
one gentleman came in seeking
a suit to get buried in!
Not all customers come in
wanting to buy something;
ZVTLQ\Z[ULLKO\THUJVU[HJ[
and a sounding-board; they
want to talk, have a chat.
Nobody is turned away.
Over its 22-year history, the
ZOVWHKQVPUPUN[OL7LHJL
Memorial Hall across the road
from the cathedral has proved
itself a real success story.
And that development is still
continuing; last year records
were broken in the areas of
both takings (of $42,460) and
donations to worthy causes
  
The popularity of the shop
doesn’t surprise manager Anne
Street: “There is a huge need
V\[[OLYLPU[OLJVTT\UP[`¹
ZOL°ZH`Z

“But there are many new op
shops that have mushroomed
around town in the past year or
[^V>LKVOH]LJVTWL[P[PVU¹

And still the donations of goods
are pouring in - more than ever
sometimes. “Last year we had a
room chock-a-block with plastic
bags; I had to clamber over
[OLT[VNL[[V[OLSPNO[Z^P[JO¹
The nature of the donated items
varies widely.

“You never know what you are
NVPUN[VÄUKPU[OVZLIHNZMYVT
beautiful designer-label clothing
and new garments
¸6\YWVSPJ`PZ[OH[SVJHSWLVWSL
with the labels still
on to really grotty
^VYROLYLSVJHSWLVWSLNP]L
[OPUNZSVJHSWLVWSLJVTLHUKI\` stuff that you don’t
want to handle.

HUK^LSPRL[V[OPUR[OLTVUL`^L
“We wash some
[HRLPZZWLU[HZSVJHSS`HZ^LJHU¹ items; we try to put
It was in 1992 that a suggestion
^HZÄYZ[W\[[V(YJOKLHJVU
David King that a second-hand
shop be set up. He approved,
and Stop In was opened later
that year.
Subsequently there were two
short-lived additions to the
shop’s services: a coffee shop,
and a re-make sewing room
(which was used by people
who wanted to alter or re-make
items they had bought at the
shop; it housed two sewing
machines and an overlocker).

,?,9* 0 : ,  @ 6 < 9 >0 3 3 7 6>, 9 9 , 4, 4), 9 :;4(9@ »:0 5 @ 6< 9 > 0 3 3

everything out for
ZHSLPUWYPZ[PUL°JVUKP[PVU¹
The prices charged to
customers range from 10c to
about $25. “But sometimes in
cases of genuine need we give
away clothing free, for instance
to ex-prisoners when they
HYL°YLSLHZLK¹
The shop also sells items
other than clothing – for
instance cups and saucers,
wine glasses, music tapes,
toys, coat hangers, sewing
materials, knitting patterns and
5

Suits for burial, wigs and wedding dresses Continued...
sewing patterns, handbags
HUKJVZ[\TLQL^LSSLY`(UK
sometimes the donors bring in
oddities: in recent times wigs,
HKVNQHJRL[HIPYKJHNLHUK
wedding dresses.
Over the years, takings from
customers and donations to
worthy causes have more than
doubled. Takings rocketed from
PU[V SHZ[
year, while donations shot up
from $17,000 to $39,000.
“I always have a goal at the
ILNPUUPUNVM[OL`LHY¹ZH`Z
Anne. “This year the goal is for
us to take as close to $45,000
as possible, and give away from
PM^LJHU¹
Monthly meetings of the Stop
In committee plan and approve
donations.
“Over 55 agencies and
organisations received
KVUH[PVUZMYVT\ZSHZ[`LHY¹
says Anne.
“If there’s a disaster anywhere
we will give $500 if it’s overseas,
and within New Zealand it’s
usually $1000, although after
the Christchurch quakes we
NH]L ¹
The shop also gives $250
a month for the restoration
of headstones in St Mary’s
churchyard. And every six
months there is a review to see
if there are
any other
ways that
Stop In can
help.
Stop In has
sponsored
two overseas
children for
as long as
Anne can
remember.
6

The current children are
sponsored through Child Fund
and World Vision, and live in
East Timor and Bangladesh.
Many customers have
commented positively on the
layout of the shop, the condition
of the clothing and the fresh
scent of the premises compared
with other op shops. That scent
is achieved by the presence
of air-fresheners in strategic
sites, and the running of a deO\TPKPÄLYHSSUPNO[SVUN
“First impressions are so
PTWVY[HU[¹ZH`Z(UUL¸HUK
[OPZPZYLÅLJ[LKPU[OLWYPKLHUK
cleanliness we take in our ‘little
IV\[PX\L»¹
Regular changes of the displays
in the shop ensure that there’s
always something new to catch
the customers’ eye.

:[VW0UPZVWLUVU
^LLRKH`ZMYVTHT
[VWTHUKMYVT[V
UVVUVU:H[\YKH`Z
There is a roster of more
than 40 volunteers (who
LUQV`ZVJPHSNL[[VNL[OLYZ!
a mid-year luncheon and a
Christmas pot-luck party).
And those helpers tend to
stick around: for instance
Biddy Carroll (who died

nearly two years ago) was still
working there when she turned
100: “She used to do various
duties, and was still bright as a
button. We gave her a surprise
afternoon tea on her birthday.
“I use the skills of the
volunteers: that’s the secret
to it. One lady is very good
at dressing the mannequins
and getting them colour-coordinated, and one lady from
the Czech Republic comes
along and does ironing for
us; she wants to improve her
,UNSPZO¹
Other volunteers specialise in
ZVY[PUNQHJRL[ZWYLZZPUNMHIYPJZ
putting tickets on goods for
sale, repairing items, cutting up
shirts that have marks on them
into squares and weighing them
before selling them for $6 a bag.
“And one lady does our little
NHYKLU¹
Notwithstanding the healthy
number of Anne’s crew, new
volunteers are always welcome.

4HYR)PYJO
ST MARY’S DIOCESAN
SCHOOL STRATFORD
Our girls believe there are no limits
to what they can achieve

Phone 06 765 5333
www.stmarysstratford.school.co.nz
Full and Weekly Boarding Enrolments for 2014 open now

Growing Successful Learners, Courageous
Leaders and Resolute Women since 1914.

How do you go about

becoming a member of

Taranaki Cathedral church family?
:[LW6UL! Delightfully, you ventured across the threshold of Taranaki Cathedral. We hope
that you found a warm welcome from the whanau of Christian people, together seeking to
know God better and to love and serve God and one-another.

:[LW[^V! 0M`V\MLLSH[OVTLOLYL`V\TPNO[SPRL[VÄSSPUHº@LSSV^*HYK»HUKOHUK
P[[V[OLWLYZVUVU[OLKVVYVYKYVWP[PU[V[OLJVSSLJ[PVU@V\»SSÄUK[OLJHYKZHUKH
pen in the pews.

:[LW;OYLL!We are so pleased to receive a yellow card - it’s like Christmas!
To know that ‘here; seems right for you for prayer and fellowship together. One
of our cathedral ministry team will visit to say ‘Hi’, and for us to get to know
each other better.

:[LW-V\Y!If it feels right for you, we’d very much like to invite you to become a
member of the cathedral (to ‘Join our roll’) which claims this as your Spiritual Home and
NP]LZ`V\H]VPJL`V\»YLHISL[V]V[LH[(.4ZHUKVUTHQVYPZZ\LZ"Z[HUKMVYV\Y=LZ[Y`"
receive our member updates and our church family directory and so on).

:[LW-P]L! Before you know it, you’ll be welcoming people across the
threshold of Taranaki Cathedral... (And so it goes round again!)

,?,9* 0 : ,  @ 6 < 9 >0 3 3 7 6>, 9 9 , 4, 4), 9 :;4(9@ »:0 5 @ 6< 9 > 0 3 3
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Questions & Answers
The Parish Roll is simply the term for our cathedral community
membership list. But how much do you know about it? Read on...
>OH[PZ;OL7HYPZO9VSS&
The Anglican Church recognises
and accepts all who have been
baptised from all Christian
denominations. All who are
baptised are able to receive all
the sacraments of the church,
including Holy Communion. To
become a member of Taranaki
Cathedral it is necessary for
your name to be recorded upon
the Parish Roll. Membership
entitles you take a full part in
the decision making processes
of the parish. You may speak
and vote at parish meetings
and you may also stand for
VMÄJL!]LZ[Y`JO\YJO^HYKLU
or synods representative. You
will also be part of our regular
communications to members.
However, we know that some
people who attend our services
or church groups, or are
involved in the cathedral,
aren’t on The Roll. We think
they should have the chance to
IL°PUJS\KLK

>OH[KVLZP[
PUJS\KL&
Just simple factual
information like people’s
names, addresses,
contact details, and
KH[LZVMIPY[OHUKQVPUPUN

>O`^V\SK0IL
PU[LYLZ[LK&
Being on the roll means
you are a key part of our
cathedral community. It
is an expression of your
church membership (you
can only be on the roll of
one Anglican parish). It
helps us keep in touch,
ensures we have the right
8

contact details when sending
out information and helps our
pastoral team when they visit
people at home, in hospital
or at rest homes. We are also
about to start issuing a regular
ÄUHUJPHS\WKH[LHZPTWSL
balance sheet) - which will be
directed to those on our roll.
Finally, there will be the chance
to be listed in a simple directory
(on an opt-in basis) - containing
WOV[VZHUKJVU[HJ[°KL[HPSZ

>OVHJJLZZ
;OL9VSS&
Only our
ministry and
administration
teams, all of
whom on sign
JVUÄKLU[PHSP[`
agreements prior
to starting. The
information is
securely stored,
and password
protected.

/V^JHU0ILPUJS\KLK
VU°;OL9VSS&
0[»ZLHZ`-VSSV^[OLÅV^JOHY[
on page 7. Over the next month
we will be starting an initiative
to update our roll as we move
to a new database system. It’s
a great chance to ensure you
are included - we don’t want to
miss anyone out.

>H[JO[OPZZWHJL

Skirt walk takes in city edges
(TLZZHNLMYVT/LSLU(UU/HY[SL`)PZOVWVM>HPRH[V

Over recent months, the Radio
LIVE broadcaster Marcus
Lush has been undertaking an
epic walking challenge which
goes by the name of ‘Skirting
(\JRSHUK»°,HJOKH`4HYJ\ZPZ
walking his way literally around
the edge of that city, posting
observations and photographs
VU[OLZVJPHSTLKP\TVM;^P[[LY°
In my more idle moments
(honestly, I don’t have too
many of those!), I check on
his progress, and have found
myself strangely and quite
profoundly moved by his
QV\YUL`>O`&0[OPURILJH\ZL
he is reminding me of what
P[TLHUZ[VQV\YUL`VU[OL
edge, in places of discomfort,
PKLU[PM`PUNVIQLJ[Z[OH[HYL
KPZJHYKLKVYQ\Z[WSHPUZ[YHUNL
but also places of abandonment
HUKNH[OLYPUN°-YVTIYVRLU
letter-boxes, out-of-place
statues of the Virgin Mary, to
his daily ‘diary of the day’,
Marcus picks his way round
the city pointing us towards
uncomfortable realities of
WV]LY[`HUK^LHS[O°
The proclamation of the Gospel
begins in the places where we
are, and grows beyond the
SPTP[ZVMV\YJVTMVY[aVULZ°

UV[PJL°4HRLHTLU[HS
note of what you see,
maybe write one or
two things down to
YLÅLJ[VU(UK^OLU
you return home, do
likewise, on your street,
in your neighbourhood.
Wherever you go...
pilgrims’ progress,
even progress that can feel
you are not going anywhere, is
Z[PSS°WYVNYLZZ

0M[OLNVVKUL^ZHIV\[1LZ\Z
*OYPZ[PZ°[VTHRLHYLHSKPMMLYLUJL
[VV\YSP]LZ°HUK[V[OLSP]LZVMV\Y
ULPNOIV\YZ°[OLUZVTLOV^^L
ULLK[V°ÄUKH^H`VMLUHISPUN[OL
YLZ\YYLJ[PVUSPNO[[V[HRLOVSKIL`VUK
[OLIV\UKZVMV\Y°PTHNPUH[PVU
Or, to put it another way, to
those places on the edge, the
WSHJLZWLVWSLHUKVIQLJ[Z
that we so often ignore, not
wilfully, but sometimes simply
because we are too busy to
UV[PJL°V[OLY^PZL
Archbishop Rowan Williams
has said that the task of
ministry (and ministry here
is that which we all share
in), is to watch, interpret and
^LH]L°;OLZ[YHUKZVM[OLVSVN`
that are woven together create
a tapestry that can bear two
sides: The front pattern which
looks amazingly beautiful,
and the reverse, which is
less glorious but which nonethe-less bears the signs of
OHYK°^VYR°
So as you go about today,
tomorrow and the day after
that, try to notice things around
you, perhaps things that
might ordinarily escape your
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I wonder if it felt a bit like
[OH[ZVTL[PTLZMVY[OLÄYZ[
KPZJPWSLZ&°;OLPYQV\YUL`^P[O
Jesus was a commitment to
[OL\URUV^U°(S[OV\NO1LZ\Z
knew the end-point would
result in death, he also knew,
daring to trust in God his
Father, that beyond that lay the
YLZ\YYLJ[PVU°:V1LZ\Z[H\NO[
his disciples to notice the
edges, the people by the roadside, hurt, begging, cast out
because they were not ‘perfect’
VYJSLHU[OLSPSPLZVM[OLÄLSK
[OLT\Z[HYKZLLK°1LZ\Z»
[LHJOPUNZ^LYLÄSSLK^P[O[OVZL
things that ordinarily would not
^HYYHU[T\JOH[[LU[PVU°)\[
it was precisely there, in those
places that the Kingdom of God
was to be found.
9

Community Connections: Focus on our Bishopric

Holding the torch

in Patea town

;OLOLHY[VMMHP[OILH[ZZTHSSHUKZ[YVUNPU7H[LHZH`P[ZJO\YJOLZ
Regional Dean Trevor Harrison
as well as with the Revd.
Shirley-Anne Flynn and Howard
Anderson.
;OLÅL_PIPSP[`VM[OLÅVJRTLHUZ
that on Sundays worshippers
can alternate between St
George’s and St Luke’s, the
Methodist/Presbyterian church
that comes under the umbrella
of the southern cluster of the
(UNSPJHU°+PVJLZL
A Good Friday walk through Patea drew in members of
different churches.
The heart of faith beats small and
strong in Patea, say its churches.
Collaboration and co-operation
are themes as three of its
parishes - Anglican, Catholic,
Methodist/Presbyterian struggle with dwindling numbers
HUK°YLZV\YJLZ
At St George’s in Patea, one of
Taranaki’s most historic churches,
there is a core of less than a
dozen regular worshippers, says
priest assistant Karen Cook.
There are advantages however
in being few. People are more
comfortable with a “casual style
VM^VYZOPWHUKX\P[LÅL_PISL^P[O
[OLZOHYPUNVMYVSLZ¹;OLYL»ZUV[
enough to draw up a roster of
QVIZWLVWSL]VS\U[LLY[VOLSWVU
the day.
“They are not there waiting to
be fed, they are willing to be
part of the process of sharing
fellowship…often ministry
continues over a cup of tea
afterwards.
10

“Someone may mention they are
worried about an appointment
and we gather around and pray
for them. It’s really wonderful like
that and maybe that can only
OHWWLUPUHZTHSSWSHJL¹
The life of the church continues
on days other than Sunday. Each
Friday morning a prayer group
meets for half an hour before
HKQV\YUPUN[V[OLSVJHSJHML
There is a monthly
interdenominational service at the
local Te Mahana rest home while
churches share the hosting of a
World Day of Prayer service and
meet together for a Lenten study.

Outside the church walls,
combined services include a carol
service held in Patea’s memorial
park, behind the waka, a Good
Friday Walk of Witness and an
ANZAC service.
Funerals are another example.
Clergy in the town help each
other if extra support is needed.
A big funeral has been hosted in
the Catholic church.
Karen says the collaboration
became more evident after St
George’s was damaged in a
2006 storm. “When we began
[OLYLZ[VYH[PVUWYVQLJ[^LYLHSS`
gathered together because a
committee was formed involving
members of the community as
well as from other parishes…
The strong bond of taking care of
each other has continued as our
JO\YJOLZOH]LILJVTLZTHSSLY¹

Special services at St George’s
attract extended families,
particularly those with
young children. “It’s very
refreshing and I think the ¸>LRUV^^LULLKLHJOV[OLY¯
VSKLYVULZLUQV`[OH[¹ ^LRUV^LHJOV[OLY^LSSHUKPU
says Karen, an early
[OH[^H`^LJHUTLL[[OLULLKZ
childhood teacher and
VM[OLJVTT\UP[`0UKP]PK\HSS`^L
wife of a farmer. She
shares the minister’s
HYLZOVY[VU[OLNYV\UK¹
role with South Taranaki

Trevor Harrison says the churches
YLÅLJ[[OLKLWVW\SH[PVUVM[OL
rural community with growing
farm businesses requiring
fewer families and fewer work
opportunities in other industries.
Financially it’s a struggle although
initiatives such as a fundraising
stock scheme and annual book
sale make a difference.
“We are continually talking about
working more together. There
PZKLÄUP[LS`HKLSPILYH[LWVSPJ`
of sharing worship far more
[OHUWYL]PV\ZS`HUK[OH[YLÅLJ[Z
having fewer manpower and not
wishing to load people up with
YLZWVUZPIPSP[`¹;OH[WOPSVZVWO`
of collaboration takes place
throughout the South, points
V\[°;YL]VY
The all-age worship services led
by Karen work well and give the
congregation a buzz, he says.
As to questions on whether fewer
people and resources signals a
crisis situation or a chance to pull
together, he says: “It depends
on what part of the cycle you
are at and what service you
HYL°WLYMVYTPUN¹
John Hill, administrator and
treasurer at St Luke’s, has
worshipped at his church for
40 years. He says churches
have always worked together in
Patea - now it’s more obvious
HUK°THUKH[VY`
“That’s come about mainly
because none of us is strong
enough to support a ministry on
our own.
“I think that’s a positive. If it
hadn’t been for the Anglican
church and Bishop Philip, we
TH`UV[OH]LILLUNVPUN¹OL
ZH`ZYLMLYYPUN[V:[3\RL»ZQVPUPUN
\W^P[O+PVJLZLPU ¹/PZ
support was a strength for us to
JHYY`VU¹
On a practical note, each parish
follows the protocol of the church
it is worshipping at. That means

Karen Cook (front, centre) at her ordination in St George’s Patea.
following Anglican practice when
at St George’s and Presbyterian
or Methodist practice at
:[°3\RL»Z
Jenny Back, a parish council
leader at St Patrick and Francis
de Sales Patea and Waverley,
says collaboration is easier
now partly because of strong
ZVJPHS°JVUULJ[PVUZ
‘We are getting to the age where
a younger generation is managing
the farms so we have the time to
meet socially.

Jenny says it’s important to keep
going and to be visible in the
wider community with services
like the Carol service partly
M\SÄSSPUN[OH[HPT
Some people will maintain an
allegiance to a particular parish
because it keeps them secure but
that mindset is far less prevalent.
The church remains relevant in
Patea, believe Karen and John.

“I think it’s always going to be
relevant. Whether the church
is strong I don’t know because
of our
¸0[»ZQ\Z[HJVSSHIVYH[PVUVMMYPLUKZOPWZMVY numbers…
[OLSV]LVM*OYPZ[;OH[»ZV\YIHZPZ0[»Z[OL although in
one sense
WVZP[P]LVMHZTHSSJVTT\UP[`[OH[^HU[Z it’s strong
because
[VRLLWZWPYP[\HSSPML[V[OLMVYL
we’re
Z[YVUNPUMHP[O¹ZH`Z1VOU
“If we as a people don’t do it,
and the number of people and
As a Whenuakura resident, east
ministers are dwindling, our
of Patea, Karen says she’s often
JO\YJOJVTT\UP[`^PSSKPLV\[¹
HZRLK[VVMÄJPH[LH[IHW[PZTZ
Another change is the rise of
non-ordained staff with fewer
WYPLZ[Z°H]HPSHISL
“Parish people are doing the
work. You are not waiting for the
WYPLZ[VYTPUPZ[LYZ[VKVP[¹
The collaboration happens in
practical ways. There may be
a family where one parent is
Catholic and one Anglican; she
ensures special services don’t
clash so the family doesn’t feel
torn. On months where there was
HÄM[O:\UKH`7H[LHJO\YJOLZ
OHKILLUOVSKPUNQVPU[ZLY]PJLZ
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weddings or unveilings and
people are comfortable with
asking her “because they know
me in lots of different ways. In
that way, having someone local
does make you relevant and you
NL[HZRLK[VKVSV[ZVM[OPUNZ¹
As to the future of St George’s,
she’s not sure what it will bring:
“It’s God’s church not mine.
“I think people in Patea are very
resilient. They have gone through
a lot. They are good at doing
JVTT\UP[`¹

:HYHO-V`
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Stop In
Opportunity
Shop

Across the

See story on pages 5-6

Food Bank
New Plymouth’s
community food bank,
housed in a building
behind the complex.

Pukeko
Stomp
Our music and activity
group for pre-schoolers
and their families. Two
sessions happen weekly.
A banner being made
for the group is
being blessed at a
July service.

The Rock
Church
This Inglewood-based
church for young people
expanded into the
Peace Hall this year.
See story page 17
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...What happens
Peace Hall

road...

Carrie’s
Drama Group
Our drama group for
children and young people
happens each Thursday.
A show is planned
for November.

Community
Groups
Green Party, Property
Investors, Old time
Dance Groups — a few
of the groups who
meet here.

Saturday
Luncheon
A regular get-together
for older folk. A twocourse meal is followed by
entertainment. An extra
driver is needed as well
as speakers for
next year.

weekly in the
Complex

YOU?
Hall, lounge and
rooms for hire
Contact our office
for details.
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Elwyn’s faith is giving her hope
She’s boned Àsh in ,celand, hitchhiked through ,srael and climbed 0t Sinai. ,n
this proÀle Elwyn Hunt talks about adventures as a traveller and farmer, and
explains the part that faith plays in her life.
including a spell as kitchen
hands at Christchurch Hospital
and tobacco- and fruit-picking
near Nelson. Then they hitchhiked in Australia, working when
they ran out of money.

Elwyn Hunt
An adventurous spirit who
Z[PSSÄUKZQV`PUSPMLHUKPU
God despite challenges and
disabilities – that’s St Mary’s
parishioner Elwyn Hunt.
/LYLHYS`PU[YLWPKQV\YUL`Z
through many countries were
followed by 30 years of farming
on Durham Rd with husband
Rossi, before the couple
settled in New Plymouth three
`LHYZ°HNV
Elwyn grew up on the family
farm at the top of Durham Rd,
near Inglewood.
“There were four of us kids. I
went to Norfolk School, and
then Inglewood High School. I
left when I was 17, and worked
in the medical laboratory at
Stratford Hospital. Then I
Z[HY[LK[YH]LSSPUN¹
Much of her roaming was
done in company with friend,
Beverley Gilbert from the OeoManaia district.
They travelled around New
ALHSHUKÄYZ[^VYRPUNPUZL]LYHS
SVJHSP[PLZH[H]HYPL[`VMQVIZ
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Returning to New Plymouth,
Elwyn worked in the Social
Welfare Department, dealing
with men receiving pensions
who had served overseas
during the war: “It was a lovely
opportunity to be helping those
returned soldiers who had
JVU[YPI\[LKZ\JOHSV[¹
Elwyn and Beverley next
travelled to England. “We were
in London and trying to save,
but it was impossible: it was
expensive to live, and wages
^LYLWVVY0KPK[LTWPUN^VYR¹
Then the pair heard about an
opportunity to go to Iceland and
^VYRPU[OLÄZOMHJ[VYPLZ

“Later I went back to Iceland
for the summer for a few years.
Summers there were lovely;
there was 24 hours of daylight,
and you would see families out
walking at two in the morning,
with the children asleep
PU°I\NNPLZ
“We went for a trip to Greece
and stayed on Crete.
“Then in Israel we worked on a
kibbutz on the Golan Heights,
on the edge of the cliff, with
a wonderful view. You could
see over the Sea of Galilee
[V°;PILYPHZ
“We hitchhiked all around Israel.
We climbed up Mt Sinai to
where Moses received the Ten
Commandments, and that was
WYL[[`JVVS¹
She particularly loved the old
city of Jerusalem, with all its
Biblical associations.

“The Icelandic Government
would pay the air fare and
the factory would pay your
accommodation and good
^HNLZ¹ZHPK,S^`U

“I wasn’t a committed Christian
at the time, which was a pity…
to be there and to be able to see
those wonderful things. I had
grown up in the
Anglican Church,
¸>L^VYRLK[OLYLVUHUKVMMMVY
attending St
[OYLL`LHYZ>LIVULKHUK^VYTLK Andrew’s Church
in Inglewood,
[OLÄZOHUKWHJRLK[OLT[OLU
but I wasn’t fully
VMM[OL`^LU[[V[OLMYLLaLYZHUK
committed.

L]LU[\HSS`[OL`^LYLL_WVY[LK
“There were many young people
there from Down Under -- from
New Zealand, Australia and
South Africa – and we were well
thought of because we worked
hard. We got the best bonuses,
and the local workers weren’t
very pleased!

“I went back to
Iceland, where
I met my future husband,
9VZZP°:PN\YKZZVU¹
When the couple arrived in New
ALHSHUKPU [OL`^LYL
married at St Andrew’s Church
by Bill Marsh (who is now
Canon Pastor at the cathedral).

0U ,S^`UL_WLYPLUJLKH
year of highs and lows. She
returned to NZ with Rossi,
bringing him to a ‘new’ family,
HUL^QVIHUKHKPMMLYLU[
culture. Rev Bill Marsh married
the couple at St Andrews in
Inglewood, then tragedy struck.
Elwyn’s brother who had
schizophrenia took his own life.
;OL`LHYLUKLK^P[ONYLH[QV`
when twin sons were born to
the couple.
9VZZPMV\UKP[KPMÄJ\S[PU[OL
new country, because he was
still learning English and there
were many cultural differences
as well.
“Dad employed us on the farm,
which was very brave of him
ILJH\ZL9VZZPOHKQ\Z[HIV\[
no idea which end of the cow
[V°H[[HJR
“Mum and Dad moved a
cottage on the farm for us
to live at. We were 1500 feet
above sea level and we had a
marvellous view; we could see
all the way to Kawhia, and to
the mountains at the centre of
the North Island.
“We had our four kids while we
^LYLSP]PUN[OLYL¹
In 1991 Elwyn was diagnosed
with multiple sclerosis, which
has been progressing slowly

ever since. “I’m going slowly
downwards, but it’s getting
faster now; I’m on a slippery
ZSVWL¹ZOLHKKZ^P[OHSH\NO
“I feel very fortunate to be in a
country with a wonderful social
welfare system, free doctors
and hospitals and all those sorts
VM[OPUNZ¹
5V^ZOLPZTVZ[S`JVUÄULK[V
an electric wheelchair. Rossi
also has health problems, and
IV[OHYLVUPU]HSPKILULÄ[Z
She became a committed
Christian about 12 years
ago, and went through an
introductory Alpha course.
“Up to that point I had been
sitting on the fence, attending
church at Christmas and Easter
and things like that, and the kids
were all baptised there, but I
hadn’t actually
made a strong
commitment.
“The Alpha
JV\YZL^HZQ\Z[
wonderful. I
thought to myself
‘You can get a
lot more out of
it (Christianity)
if you make a
commitment,
and it can only
IL°ILULÄJPHS»¹

Elwyn’s father died about 11
years ago, and Rossi continued
to run the farm alone until the
couple’s failing health forced
them to move to New Plymouth.
,S^`U¸ZOVWWLKHYV\UK¹
for a church to attend, and
settled on St Mary’s: “I really
loved the fact that it had great
youth programmes and there
were always lots of kids at
[OL°ZLY]PJLZ
“Now I go to the study group
on Thursday mornings and to
the 10am cathedral service on
Sundays, and I’m a member of
the baptism team group.
“Christianity gives me hope with
my disabilities. It gives me hope,
HUK0Z[PSSOH]LQV`PUT`SPMLHUK
PU.VK¹

4HYR)PYJO

TRADE QUALIFIED SIGNMAKERS

Leading the Way in Signmaking in Taranaki!
$VSHFW©6LJQV©LV©D©SURXG©ORFDOO\©JURZQ©EXVLQHVV©©:H©HI½FLHQWO\©
manage large scale and specialist signage jobs, nationwide,
from concept to completion.
At Aspect Signs we know our
business and are focused on
quality. We pride ourselves
on being innovative and
professional in all matters
relating to our business.

WHAT'S HOT RIGHT NOW!

Signs
Auto-wrapping
Digital Printing
Graphic Design
Banners
Apparel
Illuminated Signs
Hand Painted Signs
Grass Signage
Architectural Solutions

3M Window Film Solutions
Decorative, safety, sun control and energy saving
window film solutions for your building.
Aspect Signs are Taranaki's only Licenced
3M Window Film Applicators.
Licenced
Window Film
Applicators

P: 06 753 9695 E: info@aspectsigns.co.nz

www.aspectsigns.co.nz
The Cathedral magazine printing and production costs are entirely funded through the generosity
of our sponsors. A BIG thank you to each one of them for making this publication possible.
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Food and fellowship feeds this family
The 0c9ey family are a bright addition to the cathedral. Cath takes the
pre-school group Pukeko Stomp and helps at Faith Crew while Gary is a new
member of 9estry and an A9 helper. Cath writes about their involvement and
reasons for starting a life in New Plymouth.
We started attending the
cathedral three years ago,
moving here from another parish
PU[OLJP[`°6\YWYL]PV\ZJO\YJO
is a lovely close knit family but
we felt we wanted to be part of
a bigger church family with a
more diverse mix of ages and
VWWVY[\UP[PLZMVY\Z[VZLY]L°
Gary was born in Thurso,
Scotland and I was born in
South Africa and we met in a
W\IPU3VUKVU`LHYZHNV°
We were married in South
Africa 13 years ago and lived in
Aberdeen in the North East of
Scotland until we were moved
[V5L^ALHSHUK^P[O.HY`»ZQVI
UPUL`LHYZHNV°(IYPLM`LHY
in Malaysia in the middle of all
that only renewed our passion
to settle here in New Zealand,
which we did and now we plan
[VZ[H`°
We are fortunate to be able to
travel back to the UK and South
Africa regularly to see family
but always love coming home
to New Plymouth. We both try
to help out where we can at the
cathedral and love being part of
exciting stuff.
Gary is on the Audio Visual
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Cath, Gary and their two daughters Ella and Georgina
services and the opportunity
to meet up with our church
family at picnics, fairs, garage
ZHSLZHUKZ[L^HYKZOPWL]LU[Z°
I think the most challenging
thing for us has been realising
that the good ideas we think
we have, are
(ZT\ZPJHUKJOPSKYLUHYL[^VVMT` sometimes not in
.VK»Z°[PTPUN

team, tweaking the sound desk
once in a while. He’s a member
of Vestry and generally drops
off all the baking and messages
MVYNV[[LUI`TL°/LOHZHSZV
been known to help out at
-HP[O°*YL^°

IPNNLZ[WHZZPVUZ0HTPU]VS]LKPU[OL
At Taranaki
T\ZPJNYV\W7\RLRV:[VTWHUKWHY[ Cathedral we
VM[OL-HP[O*YL^[LHT°
would love to
We both love hospitality and
entertaining and I particularly
LUQV`IHRPUNZVOLSWV\[^P[O
any rosters or with catering for
[OLJH[OLKYHS°>LYLHSS`SV]L[OL
fellowship after Sunday morning

see a group
catering more for the younger
RPKZTVYLZWLJPÄJHSS`[OVZL
interested in investigating God
in the natural world through
ZVTLJOHSSLUNLZ°

>H[JO[OPZZWHJL

Rock Church

points youth
to clearer future

The evangelical Rock Church, which holds weekly services in the St 0ary’s Peace
Hall, aims to lead directionless young people to better lives and better futures.
“They say this generation is
HOVWLSLZZNLULYH[PVU¹ZH`Z
pastor Paul Hitchcock, “but it’s
really a generation without hope
if we don’t share the Gospel
^P[O[OLT¹
The Rock Church was
established about 15 years
ago. It is run by the Rock
of Life Trust, as part of the
New Life Churches of New
ALHSHUK°VYNHUPZH[PVU
“Our church is for anybody,
I\[P[»Z`V\[OIHZLK¹ZH`Z
Paul. About 100 young people
belong, with up to 50 attending
each service. About half a
dozen adults are in charge.
Several months ago the church
started using the Peace Hall for
its Friday and Sunday services.
-V\YPU[LYUZ^OVOH]LÄUPZOLK
school work with the young
people; there are 16 people in
the youth leadership team.
([ÄYZ[[OL9VJR*O\YJO»Z
catchment area was centred
on Inglewood; then the church
took over the Christian camp
VU,]LYL[[9KQ\Z[V\[ZPKL
the town. That camp, now
part of the church’s ministry,
is named the Vertical Horizon
(K]LU[\YL°*LU[YL
Nowadays the church’s
TLTILYZOPWPZUV[JVUÄULK[V
Inglewood; it also includes New
Plymouth and Bell Block.

¸6\YLTWOHZPZPZVU
MHTPS`(IV\[ VM[OL
RPKZHYLMYVTZPUNSL
WHYLU[MHTPSPLZ>LHSZV

OH]LHSV[VMRPKZ^OV
KVU»[OH]LMHTPS`VYOH]L
WYVISLTZ^P[OPU[OLPY
MHTPS`(UKHIV\[  VM
[OLRPKZHYL\UJO\YJOLK
^OLU[OL`JVTL¹

“I was saved when I was about
37, after my wife Maria became
involved in Christianity: I saw
the difference in her. Then one
day in the cowshed I called out
to God, and he had another
course for me, a calling to work
with young people.

By the time those young people
QVPU[OLJO\YJOZVTLOH]L
already gone off the rails. “Many
of us don’t understand what
these young people are doing,
and what they’re at. There are
some sad, sad stories.

“I never attended theological
college, but I don’t think the
disciples went to theological
college either. I’ve been at the
University of Life, and have a
KLNYLLPUZ\MMLYPUN¹
The hard lessons
from that university
have involved a good
deal of health and
other problems within
[OL°MHTPS`

¸>LZH`º+VU»[Q\KNLHU`IVK`
\U[PS`V\RUV^[OLPYZ[VYPLZ»
>OLU`V\KV`V\\UKLYZ[HUK
^O`[OL`HYLILOH]PUN[OL
7H\SHUK4HYPHOH]LÄ]L
^H`[OL`HYL¹
sons. “They all know
“The Sunday evening service
is our main meeting: I don’t
see anything in the Scriptures
that says you should have your
service in the morning. Young
people don’t get up early,
and for some families Sunday
morning is the only day they
OH]LHZSLLWPU¹
The services can be lively. “In
Scripture it says the children
came into the temple singing
and dancing. So when we have
praise our guys are singing and
KHUJPUNPUJO\YJO¹
Paul was brought up in the
Catholic Church. He is no
longer a practising Catholic,
but is thankful for the basic
Bible teaching he received at a
Catholic school.
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God and have been
churched, but they are choosing
^OH[[OL`^HU[[VKV¹/PZ
career has included work as a
property manager and a farmer,
and at present he is chaplain at
Inglewood High School.
“I’m 61 and I’m working towards
retirement: maybe I’ll slow down
ÄYZ[HUKZVTLVUL^PSS[HRL
over from me eventually. We are
^VYRPUN[V^HYKZ[OH[¹
 0UHKKP[PVU[VP[Z^VYRPU
Taranaki, the Rock Church is
supporting a school in India.
It paid for its construction and
is paying for the teachers.
“There are 100 kids, who
wouldn’t otherwise get an
LK\JH[PVU¹

4HYR)PYJO
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From the Organ Console
New singers sought for cathedral choir

One of the pillars of any music
ministry in a cathedral is its choir.
For many cathedrals around
the world, its choir has been a
cornerstone for centuries. At
Taranaki Cathedral, our cathedral
choir has gone through much
change since its conception
in the mid 19th century. Not
only has it seen a long line of
organists and directors of music,
its focus in an Anglican place of
worship has changed. Beginning
as a parish choir, then changing
to a provisional cathedral choir, it
now stands as a cathedral choir
alongside seven sister cathedral
choirs throughout Aotearoa
5L^°ALHSHUK

The cathedral
choir now
needs new
singers. We
are extending
this welcome
to everyone
throughout
Taranaki.
Some of
our current
singers live in
Inglewood, Stratford and Waitara,
so we genuinely mean everyone
throughout the region.

Of the many successes in the
cathedral’s music department
in 2014, one that stands out is
[OL¸'[OL7PHUV¹9LJP[HS:LYPLZ"
a new series inspired by the
cathedral’s Grand Piano and the
use of the cathedral’s chancel
space.

This will be an open invitation,
which we hope will clear up
some of the misconceptions that
people may have about singing
in a choir. Following the one hour
rehearsal we will continue the
conversation about the role of the
choir over a potluck supper. We
look forward to seeing you.

In 2015 we will hold a new “@ the
*OHUJLS¹*VUJLY[:LYPLZ^P[O
Taranaki musicians presenting
chamber music in an intimate
setting. The cathedral’s chancel
PZPKLHSMVY[OPZQ\Z[HZP[OHZILLU
for the piano recitals in 2014.

It’s now a valuable community
event where arts and education
come together in the form of
architectural beauty, mastery of
performance and the imparting
of knowledge. My thanks to
Americans Denise Wood and
Holly Jones for their time and
6U1\S`H[WT^LHYL energy in presenting the recitals
PU]P[PUNWLVWSL[VJVTL
thus far, and I look forward to
WYVK\JPUN[OLÄUHSYLJP[HSZPU
[VHYLOLHYZHSHUKÄUK
2014. The gold coin koha has
V\[^OH[P[PZSPRL[VZPUN
helped support the Cathedral
PUHJH[OLKYHSJOVPY
Choral Scholarship Programme.

*OYPZ[VWOLY13\RL
Organist & Director of Music

Cathedral crew helm operatic production
New Plymouth Operatic Society
is known for its quality musical
theatre. This year it’s really
pushing the boat out to raise
spirits. You will be transported
to Paris, home of the Opera
Populaire, an opulent opera
house watched over by the
mysterious Phantom of the
Opera.

St.Mary’s are involved in the
show. They are: Christopher
Luke (Musical Director), AnneMarie Cohead and Brian Clark
(on-stage company), Peter
Gardner, Ian Hutchinson, Barbara
Marshall, Angie Joines (offstage choir), Anthony Joines
(Piangi) and Sandra Von De Vril
^HYKYVIL°[LHT

de force, deep and raw emotion
meets complex musical themes.
Rehearsals have been intense
and all those involved are feeling
past the point of no return as at
the time of writing, the show is
about to open. Don’t miss this
opportunity to let your spirits
soar and experience the music of
[OL°UPNO[

A handful of people from

Phantom is Lloyd Webber’s tour

(UUL4HYPL*VOLHK
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Endless Possibilities
Letterhead, Business Cards, Labels, Note Cards,
Manuals, Annual Reports, Brochures, Booklets,
Catalogues, Presentation Folders, Reports,
Dividers, Manuals, Newsletters, Invitations,
Calendars, Certiʐcates, Banners, Posters,
Fine Art Books, Menus, Wine Lists,
Hang Tags, Tent Cards, Advertising
Inserts, Direct Mail, Price Lists,
Flyers. . .

Contact
Debby Aston
at BrebnerPrint
to discuss the endless
possibilities for your next
project.
mob 021 819 631
email debby.aston@bspg.co.nz
Business House
1 Moller Lane
New Plymouth
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imagine.change
www.facebook.com/TaranakiCathedral

@Naki_Cathedral

taranaki.ricoh.co.nz
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;HYHUHRP*H[OLKYHS
*O\YJOVM:[4HY`
37 Vivian Street, New Plymouth
Phone (06) 758 3111
admin@taranakicathedral.org.nz
www.taranakicathedral.org.nz
www.facebook.com/
TaranakiCathedral
The Archbishop of New Zealand:
The 0ost Revd Philip Richardson
The Bishop of Waikato:
The Right Revd Dr Helen-Ann
Hartley
Kaumatua:
The 9enerable Tiki Raumati
Dean:
The 9ery Revd -amie Allen
027 557 7257
dean@taranakicathedral.org.nz

Associate to the Dean:
Anne Knox
027 6444 755
atd@taranakicathedral.org.nz

Family Workers:
Suzy Allen - Sunday Family Worker
suzy@taranakicathedral.org.nz

Clergy:
The Revd Annie Baigent -

Ministry Assistant

Vocational Deacon

annie.baigent@gmail.com
The Revd Bruno Egli - Assistant Priest
021 081 72239
brunoegli@ihug.co.nz
The Revd Canon Bill 0arsh Canon Pastor

027 3064 567
bmarsh@xtra.co.nz
The Revd David Pearce Assistant Priest

(06) 758 3303
The Revd Gloria Williams -

Anne-0arie Cohead - Youth Enabler &
youth@taranakicathedral.org.nz
Director of Music:
Christopher Luke
027 560 0338
music@taranakicathedral.org.nz
Wardens:
-ulie 2tene - People’s Warden
Sarah Foy - Dean’s Warden
2ce 6taͿ:
Ronelle Henn - Head Administrator
admin@taranakicathedral.org.nz
Carolyn 0anuel - PA to the Dean
deanspa@taranakicathedral.org.nz
...and many, many more who sustain and
nourish, lead and listen, serve and pray.

Vocational Deacon

(06) 753 4050
dgpriorw@me.com

Diary of Services for the coming weeks. You are always welcome
:\UKH`YK(\N\Z[
HT
Jazz Mass Music Sunday, St Mary’s School with us
WT
Service of Healing & Wholeness

:\UKH`Z[:LW[LTILY
HT
Eucharist for Battle of Britain Sunday
WT
Music of Taranaki Service: The Madrigal Companie

-YPKH`[O(\N\Z[
HT
Mary Sumner Day Eucharist

:\UKH`[O:LW[LTILY
HT
Pet Blessing Service

>LKULZKH`[O(\N\Z[
HT
Patronal Festival Service

:\UKH`[O6J[VILY
WT
Taize Service

:\UKH`[O(\N\Z[
WT
Music of Taranaki Service : The Tenners

:\UKH` [O6J[VILY
WT
Music of Taranaki Service: Cathedral Handbell Ringers

:\UKH`[O(\N\Z[
WT
Eucharist with incense

:\UKH`UK5V]LTILY
WT
All Souls Memorial

:\UKH`[O:LW[LTILY
HT
Eucharist for Merchant Navy Sunday
WT
Light & Learning

:\UKH` [O5V]LTILY
HT
Parade Service for Remembrance Sunday

Want to make a donation? Thank you. You can use this form to:
Support Taranaki Cathedral
$50
$100
$200
$............
Become a Friend of Taranaki Cathedral
$25 Single
$50 Household
PERSONAL DETAILS:
NAME:
P H:
ADDRESS:
EMAIL:

Tick if you do not require a receipt
Make Cheques payable to: Taranaki Cathedral
Send o: 37 Vivian
t
Street, New Plymouth
for Internet Banking:
Taranaki Cathedral Church of t ary,S M
TSB ank 15-3942-0578002-80
B

I would like information regarding bequests
I would like an automatic payment form for regular donations
We are a registered charity and all donations are eligible for a 33% tax rebate.
20

$300 Life membership

